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Visual Analytics for Temporal Hypergraph Model Exploration
Maximilian T. Fischer, Devanshu Arya, Dirk Streeb, Daniel Seebacher,
Daniel A. Keim, and Marcel Worring
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Fig. 1. HYPER- MATRIX, a novel approach to explore and refine temporal hypergraph models using visual analytics. The interactive
multi-level matrix-based visualization Q enables the inspection of the model, together with the upper interface @ . The main area
shows the second semantic zoom level applied to an obfuscated real-world dataset in criminal investigations, while the l ive insets @
show the other drill-down levels for exploration. The technique allows to interactively @ contribute domain knowledge, the resulting
implications have ripple effects on the w hole machine learning model, thareby refining it.

Abstract- Many prooesses, from gene interaction in biology to computer networks to social media, can be modeled more precisely as
temporal hypergraphs than by regular graphs. This is because hypergraphs generalize graphs by extending edges to connect any
number of vertices, allowing complex relationships to be described more accurately and predict their behavior over time. However, the
interactive exploration and seamless refinement of such hypergraph-based prediction models sti ll pose a major challenge. We contribute
HYPER -MATRIX, a novel visual analY1ics technique that addresses this chall enge throug h a light coupling between machine-learning and
interactive visualizations. In particular, the technique incorporates a geometric deep learning model as a blueprint for problem-specific
models while integrati ng visualizations for graph-based and category-based data with a novel combination of interactions for an effective
user-driven exploration of hypergraph models. To eliminate demanding context switches and ensure scalability, our matrix-based
visualization provides drill -down capabilities across multiple levels of semantic zoom, from an overview of model predictions down to
the content. We facilitate a focused analysis of relevant connections and groups based on interactive user-steering for filtering and
search tasks, a dynamically modifiable partition hierarchy, various matrix reordering techniques, and interactive model feedback. We
evaluate our technique in a case study and through formative evaluation with law enforcement experts using real-world interne! forum
communication data. The results show that our approach surpasses existing solutions in terms of scalability and applicability, enables
the incorporation of domain knowledge, and allows for fast search -spaoe traversal. With the proposed technique, we pave the way for
the visual analY1ics of temporal hypergraphs in a wide variety of domains.

I NTRODUCTION

A significan t volume of real-world data consists of entiti es and their relationships and can accordingl y be modeled mathematically using graphbased approaches. Such approaches are widely applied in many do-
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mains, ranging from natural and social sciences to engi neering and business. Exampl es include modeling biological and chemical processes
like protein-protein interactions [34], relationships in computer (43]
as weil as human communication networks [33], or knowledge network expl oration in business processes (21). Whereas static graphs can
represent the fixed rel ationships between entities, using an undirected
or directed graph as a model, many of the examples presented above
are more accuratel y described as processes with complex interrelations
that may change or evolve. Here, geometric deep learning methods together with interactive visualization can help to more accurately model,
predict, and expl ore th e model evol ution. Considering, for example,
conversations, a topic is a time-dependent grouping encompassing

users, which cannot be described using a static graph. This evolution
of re[ations should be modeled by dynamic networks. Compared to
regular graphs. using edges or separate node types. such modeling
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often reflects the actual process more accurately. Dynamic networks
are, however, more challenging to model and have traditionally been
modeled as regular, undirected graphs, mainly due to computational
and visualization limitations. In recent years, modeling has extended to
dynamic networks [26J, but some limitations remain.
Consequently, one can take a step further and use temporal hypergraphs. Hypergraphs generalize graphs by extending edges to connect
any number of vertices, allowing complex relationships tobe described
more accurately [36] whi le reducing ambiguity and network inflation.
Uti lizing temporal hypergraph prediction models, however, introduces
its own set of challenges.
First, as the model strueture is more complex, it is relevant how
the information is communicatcd to the analyst through visualization
(cf. (20]) and how domain knowledge feedback is incorporated. Static
hypergraphs can be considered as standard sets, with different visualizations available [2J. Temporal hypergraphs, meanwhile, add a
time-dependent evolution, making it harder to convey the relevant
information meaningfully.
Secondly, many traditional graph-based concepts cannot directly be
app licd to hypcrgraphs. Hypcredges, as arbitrary sizcd sets of connected nodes, add another order of complexity. In previous works (6, 7),
we presented how geometric deep learning ean be applied to hypergraphs and showed how this method could be leveraged to predict
behavioral patterns in social media hypergraph models.
Consequently, the incorporation of machine learn ing techniques into
an interactive model to more accurately predict changes in the hypergraph due to changes in the data introduces new problems. While deep
learning avoids assiduous manual feature engineering and algorithm
design, it reduces explainability and accountability of the results. Domain experts usually have some domain-specific intuition-a mental
model and structure-about inherent and implicit relations and groupings not available in the data, enabling them to judge the plausibility
of hypotheses and to steer the exploration. Yet, they face difficulties
articulating their domain knowledge through machine learning into the
prcdictions and tracing its inlluence. This holds especiall y for vcry
complex models, like temporal hypergraphs. The knowledge formalization requires a very detailed a priori understanding of the problem
by domain experts, which is not always availab le. For the same reason,
it is challenging to capture the knowledge independently of the model
without rapid, iterative feedback. Hence, the machine learning outcome
often correlates strongly with the adequacy of the initial problem modeling and the quality of the training data, while domain expertise and
domain knowledge are frequently not leveraged to their full potential.
To address these issues, we present HYPER-MATRIX, making the
following contributions:
• A novel, interactive framework for temporal hypergraph exploration through the use of semantic zooming relying on a multilevel matrix-based approaeh and various exploration concepts.
• The extension of a geometrie maehine lcarning architecture [6, 7]
with a relevance feedback model.
• A tight coupling between thc visualization and the machine learning relevancc feedback model for cvaluation and seamless refinement, offering the integration of domain knowledge and making
the corresponding model changes visually transparent.
• One case study describing an application of the tcchnique to thc
law enforcement field.
• A formative evalua!ion with law enforeement experts using realworld communication dala, demonstrating that our technique
surpasses existing solutions, enabling the effective analysis of
large amounts of information in a targeted way.
Our approach bridges the gap between visual exploration and separate
model training, allow ing domain experts to enhance the machine learning predictions with implicit domain knowledge in the same step as
evaluating and exploring the temporal hypergraph model predictions.

2

R ELATED WORK

This researeh is an entry into the interactive temporal hypergraph model
exploration in the eontext of explainable support by machine learning.
Tn thc literature hypergraphs arc studied from both a visua lization as
weil as a machine leaming pcrspcctivc. Jn the fo llow ing discussion, wc
adlhere to the same distinction and relate our work to the visualization of
temporal hypergraphs as weil as their application in machine leiu-ning.

2."1

Visualization of Hypergraphs

We first shortly discuss the situation for (statie) hypergraphs as weil as
dynamie graphs, before looking at temporal hypergraphs. Hypergraphs
can be considered as a set of sets. The survey on set visualizations by
Alsallakh et al. 12 1shows that several visualizations are applicable to
hypergraphs. Hypergraphs are often drawn as regular graph networks
or bipartite networks. When making their dimensionality explicit, they
can bc drawn as subsets- like Venn diagrams or radia l sets--or in
node-link form (42], using colored hulls o r other, specifieally adapted
approaches f3 l l. A third possibility is to use a matrix-based approach,
which improves scalability [25]. Subsets anc;l noc;le-link c;liagrams suffer
from limited scalability, quickly lcading to occlusion and clutter. Sound
in the number of visual attributes they can employ, these techniq ues
typically reach their constraints in the order of one or two dozens of
hyperedges [40]. Further, they are difficult to extend with a temporal
component, having already used up most visual attributes.
In comparison to set based approaches, dynamic graphs ehange
over time, leaving the choice [ 12] between employing animation or
an additional tirneline component. The former puts significant strain
on the mental map when many connections change, while the latter is
limited by the available screen space in the number of discrete timesteps
it c.an show. The survey [12J also points out that node-link diagrams
remain the most commonly used type of visualization. However, these
approaches mostly lack the extendability to hypergraphs.
When studying temporal hypergraphs, the issues arising from the
dimensionality and the temporal nature all build up. Tndeed, there is
almost no prior work o n the visualization of temporal hypergraphs
speeifically. Two notable exceptions ex ist, w hieh allow visuali zingbut not modifying o r refining-temporal hypergraphs: First, the recent
works by Va ldivia et al. (38-401. Their visualization approach is also
shown later in Figure 6c as part of the case study. Second, the previous
work by Streeb et al. [37) introduces an in-line visualization of the
temporal evolution. Valdivia et al. begin to tackle the research gap by
proposing PAOHvis, thereby claiming to provide the "first [... ) highly
readable represenlation of dynamic hypergraphs". While this is a strong
claim to make, the literature review showed a broad diversity between
the approaehes, bul none-excepl the two mentioned above-is directly
suitable for temporal hypergraph visualization, supporting this conclusion. Utilizing the previously discussed approaches as substitutes for a
tai lored visualization often does not adequately leverage the additional
in1formation available with temporal hypergraphs and does not address
thc tasks that come with hypcrgraph topology and evolution. For those,
we rcfcr to Section 2.3. Shortcomings in existing approaches include,
for example, Streeb et al. providing only the prediction abstraction level
in their visual interface (cf. Level 3 in Section 4.1 ). Similarly, this is
true for Valdivia, although they support coloring by a group. This can
lead to information overload, as filtering using thresholds is the only
way to reduce the information. In contrast, usage of semantie zoom
enables an exploration of the complete hypergraph (cf. Seetion 4.1)
without the need to preliminary apply filters while enabling tailored
visualizations showing detailed information when focusing on different
abstraction levels. Prominent examples of matrix-based visualizations
are the Zoomable Adjacency Matrix Explorer f 171 that enables users
to zoom and pan with intcractivc pcrformance from an ovcrview to
the most detailed views and the visual analysis system of Behrisch
et a l. (14). lt features a flexib le semanti c zoom Lo navigale through
scts of matriccs at different levels of detail. Further, both Strccb and
Valdivia, only support sorting by weights and averagc (cf. size ordering
in Section 4.2), compared to our default matrix-based sorting, improving cluster identification. Significantly, all ex isting approaches aim
at analyzing a fixed hypergraph model. None focus on interactively
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working with the model and iteratively improving it (cf. Sections 3.2
and 4.3).
At last, while not strictly related to the research on temporal hypergraphs per se, we want to mention approaches that are, at least partly,
similar to ours, and also conventional tools so far applied in practice.
Here we concentrate on how hypergraph-like data is handled in the
Jaw enforcement fielcl, relevant for the case study and the evaluation
through domain experts (see also Sections 5 and 6). The visual analysis
of communication data-but without any hypergraph visualization or
a tunable model-is not novel and has been researched both from the
analytical side l30J as weil as lhe visualization side [44]. Also, the idea
of semantic zooming for matrix-like visualizations has been described
previously [41], however, in a different way andin the area of software
management. Further, it was also described how an overlay magic
Jens 19] can be used instead of zoorning, to keep the context and allow
for fastcr scarch spacc travcrsal from locations far apart, which wc
partly ernploy for the partition hicrarchy (Scction 4.2). In practicc, for
the law enforcement field, we found that data whic h benefits from a
hypergraph modeling, like cornmunication patterns or process ana lysis,
is prcvalcnt, but not supportcd by any systcm. Gcphi [9] is somctimcs
used, but analysts oftcn prefcr Pajek ( 10, 11], as it supports )arger networks. Tue most popular tool is IBM i2 Analyst's Notebook's [23]
graph component due to the prevalence and familiarily in this domain.

r

work by Valdivia et al. [40J and summarize only the main aspects here.
Our technique supports not all traditional tasks in set analysis 131, andin
dymunic network analysis (1, 8, 24, 27], summarized in [ 12]. However,
il provides Support for several additional tasks relevant to our driving
application. These include the clustering of related groups independently of their temporal connection, the inspection of shared attributes
of connections, the following of temporal evolutions, while both retaining an overview and simultaneously being able to explore details. In
short, the cxpclts arc intercstcd in conncctivity information involving
both graph topology as weil as attribute values, which can be separated
between time ranges. One main requirern ent is the need to include
external (domain) knowlcdgc that is not dircctly availablc as raw data
and includes conccptualized topics in line with thcir mental categorization. These tasks are not sufficiently described or supported by existing
taxonomies, as they neglect the additional complexity incorporated by
hypergraphs and the domain knowledge integration.
Given the sparse research in hypergraph visualization, it is unsurprising that there is no prior work on bridging both fields; this is the
gap we aim to fill: offering a technique that addresses the shortcomings
discussed above, enabling the exploration and refinement of hypergraph
models using interactive visualization, closing the visua l analytics loop.

3
2.2

Machine Learning for Hypergraph Models

Leaming with hypergraphs was introduced by Zhou et al. [46] to rnodel
high-ordc r corrclations for sc mi-supcrvi scd c lassi fication and clustcring. lt generalizes the efficienl mcthodology of spectral c lustcring to
hypergraphs by proposing a label propagation method to minimize the
differences in labels of vertices sharing the sarne hyperedge. The corrclation among hypcrcdgcs was furthcr cxplorcd by Hwang et al. (22],
assuming that highly correlatcd hypcredgcs havc similar wcights. More
recent works [ 15] concentrate on parametric learning of weights using
propagation of node features across hyperedges [ 18, 45].
Undcrstanding cornrnunication pattcrns of uscrs on social nctworking sitcs has crcated oppoltunitics for richcr studies of social intcractions and bener prediction of behavioral patterns. In multimedia, link
prediction on hypergraphs has been a popular topic of research in social
network analysis. This includes prcdicting rnetadata information such
as tags and groups for cntities in social nctworks, c.g., images from
Flickr [7], music recommendation by exploiting network proximity
information of users in Last.fm [16] and predicting higher-order links
(such as tweets with a specific hashtag) in Twitter [28]. Besides, hypergraph learning models are being used in multimodal data analysis
to integrale complementary information from multiple modalities effectively. Liu et al. [29] proposed a multi-hypergraph learning method
to handle incomplete multimodal data for disease diagnosis in neuroimaging and Arya et al. 151 proposed a framework to leam a cornpact
representation for each modality in a multimodal hypergraph using a
tcnsor-bascd rcprcscntation. These works havc shown thc impoltancc
of hypergraph ba5cd learning for prcdicting implicit links within a network. However, none of these approaches pose an interactive learning
formulation that can assimilate user feedback as an external source of
information to either improve the predictive capability of a model or to
even change the intrinsic properties such as learnable parameters of a
model. In this work, we extend our previous work (6) on link prec!iction
in communication networks capable of fine-tuning the trained rnodel
by incorporating external relevance feedbacks.

2.3 Tasks for Evaluation of Temporal Hypergraph Models
Tasks in temporal hypergraph analysis relate to dynamic networks and
sct comparisons. A task taxonomy of thc former is provided in the
survey by Beck et al. [12], and for the Iatter in the survey by Alsallakh
et al. [3]. For temporal hypergraphs, in particular, the tasks sornetimes
substantia lly diffcr; for cxamplc, onc bcing thc analysis of changcs
of both conncctions and attributes ovcr time. Thc proposcd tcchnique
does not clirectly fit with any existing task taxonomy, positioning itself
between disciplines [4J. Fora discussion on existing taxonomies and
their applicability to temporal hypergraphs, we refer 10 the existing

EXTENSION OF MACHINE LEARNING TO HYPERGRAPHS

In the following two sections, we describe the overall workllow of our
approach, shown in Figure 2. We begin with an exemplary description
of one geometric deep learning model, adapted to a task relevant for our
law enforcement domain experts: the temporal prediction and analysis
of pattcrns in communication data. lt acts as a blucprint for problcmspecific temporal hypergraph models. In Section 4, we then discuss the
interactive exploration using visual analytic principles.

3.1

Notation and Formulation of a Temporal Hypergraph

In set theory, an undirected hypergraph H = (V. E) is defined as an ordcred pair, whcrc V = {v1, .. , v„} reprcsent5thc11 verticcs (hypcmodcs)
and subsets of these vertices E = { e 1, .. , e111 } constitute the m distinct
hyperedges. His represented by the incidence rnatrix l=IVJxJEI, with
cntrics i( vj.et) 1 if vjEet and 0 othcrwisc. Wc dcfinc lhc ncighbo rhood or
Vj as the sct :N(vj) of nodcs within thc same hypcrcdgcs as "j·

In adapting a generic temporal hypergraph model to our use case,
we follow our previous work f6l, representing the relationship between
interne! forurn uscrs and thcir bchavioral charactcristics (both "cxplici t"
and "implicit"). The available mctadata (in particular forum category)
forms the explicit characteristic of a user, while their topics of di scussion outline the implicit communication characteristic. Thereby, we
consttruct two separate hypergraphs depicting thc conncction of uscrs
with these explicit and implicit bchavioral characteristics. To model the
temporal component, Jet us define a temporal hypergraph by H1,1, at a
given timet, where each user is represented as a node, and each type of
explicit/implicit characteristic is represented as a separate hyperedge.
We denote the explicit and implicit hypergraphs, at any given timet,
by H~1 and H~J· respectively. Consequently, in H(s1• each topic is depicted
as a separate hyperedge and users (nodes) who adhere to a common
topic of intercst are connectcd by it. Thus, forecasting thc evolution of
users' topics of interest for time t + 1 becomes equivalent to the task of
finding new relations over the existi ng relations in hypergraph Hf,1.

3.2

Relevance Feedback to Deep Learning Model

As indicated, the underlying model for forecasting future interests of
internet forum users is based 011 predicting links in temporal hypergraphs. Thc task of link prcdiction on a hypcrgraph H~ 1 wilh a fixcd
set of edges E aims at updating the set ek . This link prediction can be
formru lated as missing value imputation or a matrix completion task
on B. In thc following, wc cxtcnd our prcvious work (6, 7], to allow for
thc incorporation offccdback in HYPER-MATRIX. Thcrcforc, wc first
reconsider the module for training a geometric deep-learning model.
Then, we formulate how feedback from the user can be employed to
update the model.
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Fig. 2. High-level workflow of our technique, showcasing the main components and the interaction flow for the exploration and refinement of temporal
hypergraph models, adapted to use case A in Section 5. The workflow be9ins with raw data ~ extraction and the generation of a temporal
hypergraph model. The model state is visualized using a matrix-based multilevel hypergraph visualization llllJ , allowing for various exploration
and filter schemes, including search ,fJ and filters liID , a dynamically modifiable partition hierarchy
and matrix-reordering techniques Cb .
The domain expert .Q. can interact with the model by either refining the filter schemes or by contributing domain knowledge, which both update
the model. The model feedback can then be explored and acoepted, closing the visual analyties loop --+ . The chronology of interactions and
contributions are available for recovery or verification as a provenance history Eo , facilitating accountability.

m,

Training Module Let 1~1 denote the incidence matrix of H'.1 at time
t which we can factorize as J1111 =x1r,r with x1 and r, the row and column
matrices, respectively. Hypergraph HC will be utilized as an auxiliary
1
set of explicit information between users for predicting links in the
implicit hypergraph H)l' The information in Her is encoded by extracting
its Laplacian denoted by ßo. The Laplacian ßo gives a measure for the
relatedness between any pairof users [ 16]. Using such a simi larity measure can significantly enhance lhe user-lopic link prediction outcomes
by reducing extraneous noise and thus smoothing the model output.
To train the model, we employ a semi-supervised learning setup,
hence the predictive loss is backpropagated by using a small set (around
5-8 % ) of known links in H~+W These known links create an upper
bound for the numbcr oftimesteps the model can prcdict in i 1,...11• Details
can be found in [6, 7]. For training, we take the incidence matrix n111 at
timet and use the hypergraph link predietion model D:lcoi to learn the
best parameter set <l>J1] for prcdicting the incidencc matrix n11... ,1 at time

t+I:
(1)
Feedback Module In ordcr to integrale domain knowledge into
thc undcrlying model, wc propose a novel intcractive learning formulation to incorporate feedbac k from the domain expert. These feedbacks
are assumed to contain definitive implicit in formation about the topic
of interest for certain users in the datasec. lnstead of just updating the
information by directly changing the topic (hyperedge) of the respective
users (nodes), these feedbacks should also create a "ripple effect" on
the overall connections in the hypergraph H~1 . That is, if the feedback
/~1 at timet involving the single user (u j) denoted by node vj in the
hypergraph H~J · then incorporating / J1J will entail a twofold operation: 1.
Update: Topics for user llj are updated, i.e„ add/remove Vj tolfrom the
respective hyperedges E = { e 1 , „,e,,,} correspond ing to 1111 . 2. Predict:
Change topics for uscrs in closc communication with llj bascd on thcir
relatedness to Uj , i.e„ re-calculate the connection strength for vertices
in 'N(v,) with the hyperedges E = { e 1 „ „ e,,,}. The first operation is a
strai ghtforward updating of thc matrix «v+1J by updating new valucs
corresponding to nodes and edges suggested in thc feedbacks fvl · The
change in the neighborhood connections are calculated by using the
updated matrix 1~+ 11 +.1j11 as input to our link prediction model lllGoL· However, in the feedback module, instead of learning parameters through

an iterative process, the learned parameters <t>111 are used as initialization
of the already trained model lllGoL· This ensures the model converges
in far less time after incorporating the feedbacks J[11 than when Jearned
from scratch. The following equation shows the representation of the
fccdback modulc in symbolic form:

(2)
4

INTERACTIVE H YPERGRAPH M ODEL E XPLORATION

In this section, we focus on the visualization and interaction with the
temporal hypergraph model, provldlng a tight coupling between the
data manipulation and display (see Figure 2). We begin by describing
how thc modcl state can be dcpictcd using a matrix-ba~cd visua lization

that provides drill-down capabilities across multiple levels via semantic
zoom. Drill-down is lhereby defined as the seam less zooming through
thc different levels during cxploratory analysis, starting from a gcncral
overvicw to incrcasingly more focuscd and detailcd information, as
highlighted in Figure 3. To facilitate the interactive exploration, we
present user-steering based on classical filters for standard search tasks,
a dynamically modifiable partition hierarchy to include user-based
structuring, and various matrix reordering techniques for the focused
analysis of connections and groups. We then specify the interactions
that allow domain knowledge to be incorporated into the machine
lcarning modcl via rclcvance fccdback and highlight how the updated
prediccions can be reflecced in the existing visualization. This workflow
faci litates the explainability of the underlying model, thus enabling
the domain experts to provide more meaningful feedback. Finally, we
dcscribc how all intcractions, domain knowledgc input, and modcl
output are stored in a provenance history, providing accountability and
making the decision-making processes more transparent.

4.1

Model Visualization II]

As discussed above, the complexity of temporal hypergraphs makes
Lhem difficull to visualize. Hence, we propose a multi- level matrixbased approach, specifically tailorcd to thc hypc r-dimcnsi onality as
well as the temporal component. Thc visualization (sce Figurc 1)
consists of a menu bar on top, controlling the interaction concepts
discussed later, and, for the main part, a macrix-like vi ewporl, showing
nodes as rows and hyperedges as columns, with corresponding row
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and column headers. This viewport provides freely pan-able and zoomable drill-down capabilities across six levels of semantic zoom, shown
in Figure 3, increasing or decreasing the information detail: from an
overview of model predictions down to contents. For this purpose,
we use three different level type.~: cells, arrows, and content hoxes.
Colored cell visualizations are used in Levels 1 and 2. An arrow- like
representation reflecting a timeline is used in Levels 3 and 4. The base
of the arrow represents the past, while the head reflects predictions.
As the predictions become more uncertain with time, the arrowhead
becomes smaller, reflecting the increased uncertainty and thus the
decreased rel evancy of the prediction. Levels 5 and 6 add tcxt-based
elements like keywords or raw content. Level 3 and beyond all contain
the temporal aspect.
The visualization depends on the zoom state of the viewport. During
drill-down, the focus shifts from a general structure overview over the
temporal evolution to the raw content, providing the expert with more
and more detailed information. Before we Start with the description of
this process, we define some necessary terms. As the feedback model
outputs probabilities for the connections (see Section 3.2), gradual
differences can be analyzed. When setting a minimum threshold for a
connection tobe meaningful, this allows for a binary choice. Showing a
color encoding of the connection strength allows for a more expressive
representation of the gradual differences. Setting a cutojf threshold
can still be used to avoid cluttering with low-probability entries. The
drill-down shifts the focus of the analysis. lt starts at the (binary) conncctivity inforrnation, extcnds to gradual conncction strength (Level 2),
to the temporal change represented as an arrow (Level 3), to the tem poral change encoded usi ng position instead of only color (Level 4),
then to inforrnation summarizing the underlying content for the predictions, in this case, keywords (Level 5), and, at last, to the raw data
(Level 6). The design choice for an arrow glyph representation in
Levels 3 and 4 is based on five reasons: ( 1) The principal idea of an
arrow glyph was previously published [37] and found tobe beneficial.
Then, (2) given the target audience, a representation as an arrow oftime
is closely related to everyday experience. Further, (3) the separation
into arrow base and head allows a clear distinction between past data
and model predictions, which is very important for the target audience.
The arrowhcad also allows to visual ly renect the dccreasing prediction
accuracy by becoming smaller. In terms of (4) visual advantages, an
arrow provides a distinct shape, while, e.g., a cell is easily perceived
to merge with ncighboring cclls, which is undesircd. The choice also
comes with disadvantages, introducing white space and can sometimes
lead to distracti ng pattems. Finally, (5) a design study on combining
timeline and graph visualization by Saraiya et al. (35) shows that our
approach-simultaneously overlaying the timeline-is best suiled for

detecting ou tliers. This is one of the main tasks for these levels, given
the focus on change. The study also Supports the design choice of
showing only a single timestep in Levels 1 and 2, as the focus is on
the topological structure. However, different visual representations like
horizon graphs might he hetter suit.ed when focusing on a continuous
analysis. The seamless changes between levels speed up navigating
through large models while eliminating demanding context switches.
Moreover, at each step, the information becomes more complex, requiring more screen space to visualize. For a regular HD screen, we give
rough guidance (O'(n)) on the number of elements that can be usefully
shown on-scrccn, amou nting to around 256k grid cclls of connectivity
inforrnation and around fou r for the raw content.

4.2

lnteractive Exploration [fill and Drill-Down

To fac ilitate the interactive cxploration, we contributc a user-steering
based on classical concepts and filters for Standard search tasks, a
dynamically modifiable partition hierarchy to include user-controlled
strucwring and various matrix reordering techniques for the focused
analysis of connections and groups. All these interactions concepts
are reactive, and the visualization can smoothly and instantly update
(< 100 ms), except for the domain knowledge integration in Section 4.3.
lnteraction and Filter Concepts fi Standard methods available in an interactive visua lization are included, like ( 1) highlighting
selected rows or columns, (2) highlighting hovered cells, (3) tooltipbased menus, (4) marking (i.e., starring) individual entries to highlight
them for tracking and follow-up, (5) adding textual notes, and (6) show-

ing additional rneta-information. Modal views allow to (7) control
the partition hierarchy (see details below), while setting an (8) overall cutoff threshold allows controlli ng thc confidcncc threshold or Ihc
underlying model. A (9) global search function provides the ability to
search for node- and edge infonnation as weil as content and highlights
the matching components. At last, the menu bar allows (10) controlling
the matrix reordcring (see dctail below).
Dynamically Modifiable Partition Hierarchy AfA To allow domain experts to articulate their mental categorization to the model, the
experts can create (nested) groups of different nodes or hyperedges,
creating hierarc hies. The nodes or hypcredges hereby relate to the
leaves of the dendrogram. The groups can be expanded or contracted
either directly from the node or hyperedge headers, visually indicated
by color, or by editing them insidc the partition hierarchy vicwcr in a
modal overlay. The viewer shows a dendrogram-ba5ed representation
with freely reorderable entries. Each branch of this dendrogram can
be independently collapsed or expanded, i.e., the abstraction level is
local to each branch and not globally set. For example, it is possible to
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Fig. 4. Comparison of different matrix reordering techniques to facilitate
the detection of similar groups and connections. Compared to the unordered state and the slightly improved ordering by size, the adoption of a
default multi-step, dendrogram-based reordering, modified and adapted
from [13], enhances the clustering by similarity.

Matrix Reordering and Sorting "b To support the tasks re levant
for our driving app lication (see Section 2.3), a matrix reordering is
dcsirablc such that rclatcd uscrs and topics appear closc to each other.
Due to the independent and often conflicting interpretations of both
axes and the sparseness of the underlying matrix, the direct application
of standard 2D numeric sorting algorithms (e.g„ Multi-scale-, Chen-, or
Travelling salesman problem ordering) [ 13J often leads to unsatisfactory
results, as they are mainly applicahle to pairwise comparison matrices.
As part of the visualization, we offer three main different reordering strategies, as shown in Figure 4: (a) matrix-reordering (default),
(b) sorted by size (connectivity), (c) first occurrence (original). The
reordering is applied individually for each axis, as the requirement may
differentiate between search tasks, not always favoring a block- like
cluslcring. lt also providcs morc flcxibility for adopling othcr sorting
mcthods in domain adaptions of our tcchn iquc. Thc undcrlying soning
principles build upon a dendrogram-based serial matrix reordering discussed by Behrisch et al. r13]. lt forms a multi-step process, combining
thc sorting of nodc and cdgc sim ilarity vcctors. Supportcd dcndrogram
mcthods are ward-, singlc-, averagc-, and complete linkagc, combined
with any pairwise distance function like Euclidean, cosine, or Jaccard.
We refrain from discussing individual choices, which can vary strongly
on domain adaption. For our case study, the Jaccard and cosine distance
provide consistent results.

4.3 Visual Analytics for Model Updates 8~
To incrcase the traccability of domain knowlcdge intcgration and cxplainability of the resulting model changes, we propose an interactive
change feedback visualization, that seamlessly integrales with our visualization. Thc two-stcp proccss is shown in Figurc 5. An expert can
integratc domain knowlcdgc by sclccting a cell and setting a ncw connection strength (Figure 5a), thereby complement missing or override
model input data. This input is used to panly retrain the model and
refine its predictions as described in Section 3.2, leading to a ripple
effecl. Thereby, the model has prediction authority, i.e., the user cannot
manually fix the ultimate output to guarantee model authenticity. A
spinner indicates the few seconds long operation. The resu lting changes
are displayed inside the same view (Figure Sb). A diverging color scale
is used, showing changes instead of predictions. Through two visually
distinct scales, it is i mmediately apparent if predictions or changes in
the predictions are shown. The view integration allows for consistency,
reducing thc mental workload, and improv ing mental mapping.
Changes can be inspected on all levels of the visualization. The
exploration is not res tricted to just the cu rrent viewport, finding even
wcak conncctions. Change dctcction is fac ilitatcd, allow ing rcjcction if
dccmed implausiblc or acceptancc if convincing, cnabling thc followup
of multiple analysis paths. By iteratively and interactively queering
the model and see how it responds to domain knowledge integration,
experts can discern better how connections and processes in the model
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collapse a large, uninteresting sub-branch, including the nested nodes
it contains, whi le simultaneously having one branch fully expanded
and anothcr only up to thc penultimatc levcl. This is also independent
of the overall visualizat ion level, simi lar in concept to multiple fixed
magic lenses, visually supporting different analysis paths. The hierarchy allows, for example, to group complementing entities together,
to build mcta-cntitics, and even hicrarchics of cntitics.
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(b) Resulting changes in the model predictions.

Fig. 5. Resulting c hanges in the model prediction (ripple effect) from an
input are visualized by a diverging color scale (from negative to no to
positive change). They can be explored and rejected or accepted. This
allows for model verification and multiple, different analysis paths.

are related, improving understanding and increasing explainabi lity.
Experts in many applications are interested in their analytica l
progress and must rcproducibly document the steps. We addrcss this
by a re-loadable provenance, storing the interaction sequence, domain
knowledge inpul, model output, and fixed RNG seeds. Th is allows for
inspcction, vcrification, and traccability while providing accountabi lity
and making decision processes transparent. Thc provenance history
all ows undoing analysis steps, preventing dead-ends, revisiting and
explaining past steps, but also bridging off to diverging analysis trails.

5

CASE STUDY: INTERNET FORUM COMMUNICATION DATA

To demonstrate the visual exploration of temporal hypergraph models
in HYPER-MATRIX, we conduct a case study, show ing the app licabi li ty
of our tcchniquc and improvcmcnts compared to existing approachcs.
The communication data was collected from an intemet forum wellknown to law enforcement. lt contains 335188 text posts frorn 4904
users. We pre-processed the data using standard NLP methods to extract
158 topics, based on a domain-specific o nto logy. As dcscribcd in
Section 3, users are assodated with nodes and topics be<:ome dynamic
hyperedges. To allow for a reasonable side-by-side comparison with the
ex isting approachcs, shown in Figurc 6, wc had to rcstrict to a subsct,
consisting of 35 users, 65 topics, and six timcsteps. This is around
four times more than conventional approaches are designed for. We
confirmed that our prototype works for significantly !arger networks
(cf. Section 7). Our prediction model is fed with four years (timesteps)
of historical data and then predicts the evolution of the next two years
as two timesteps. A lmost any real-world data is noisy and may miss
some relationships. Consequently, some of the conclusions drawn here
may be inaccuratc. However, wc focus on demonstrating thc concepts
and benefils of the visua l analysis process HYPER -MATR IX provides.
The task we want to focus on in this case study is the identification
of related groups and rnissing links, common in criminal investigations.
To identify users discussing the same topics and topics discussed by
the same group, the matrix reordering and connectivity information in
Leve l 2 can be used to see structures, as shown in Figure 6b. Their
spatial closeness acls as primary identification criterion, as similar
row/column vcctors are grouped closcly. From this, thcir spatial closeness. describing the multi-step alignment, supports discovering related
users or topics discussed simultaneously, but also latent connections.
Distinct ordcrings can bc applicd scparatcly to nodcs and hypcrcdgcs,
for examplc, to cither favor ovcrall similarity (cosinc) or matching parts
(Jaccard). For other requirements, it is also possible to include different
metrics. To reduce noise and exclude weak connections, the top menu
allows toset a threshold for the connection strength for historical and
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(a) IBM i2 Analyst's Notebook. Automatically generated graph representation from
the hypergraph model displaying the connections (labels removed) for the furthest
predicted year using a modified bipartite representation. Oata-wise, this can be
compared to the connectivity information in our Levels 1 and 2. Clutter and occlusion
prevent a meaningful global analysis, and while individual users and topics can be
explored, this is only possible slowly, not without difficulty, and likely requires moving
entities around to identify connections safely.
.

---

..

(b) Our technique at Level 2, showing the same predicted connectivity information
as Analyst's Notebook in Figure 6a. Clusters and related users/topics can be
pinpointed more easily. The color scheme and filtering settings in the top menu
bar also facilitate to identify the prediction strength, which can be estimated by
using the overlayed legend in the bottom right corner. The blue buttons allow to
access the partition hierarchy modifier to view a dendrogram view of the grouped
entities.

--~ -

(c) PAOHvis (39). The temporal hypergraph evolution shows the individual hyperedges,
allowing to find connected users and topics. However, the hypergraph size is at the
upper limit for a feasible visualization, already leading to some cluttering. Also, due to
the temporal splitting, the comparability between years is hindered for such complex,
non-sparse hyperedges compared to our technique, but better suited for comparing
topics in the same year.

(d) Our technique at Level 3, showing the same temporal evolution information as
PAOHvis in Figura 6c. The scalability is increased, showing no ooclusion and the
comparability of trends (important for the case study) is improved. This is due to
retained cell ordering and short comparison distance. The downside is a reduced
comparability between topics in the same year. The nature of the predictions
depend on the model.

Fig. 6. Case study comparison of different approaches using the same internet forum hypergraph model dataset and exactly the same data view
(connection strength > 0.1, min. 2 hyperedges). Compared are the state-of-the-art industry solution IBM i2 Analyst's Notebook (Figure 6a}, PAOHvis
(Figure 6c) against our technique, showing the information at two different levels of abstraction (Figures 6b and 6d). Further, both external approaches
only support a fixed network while our technique allows for an interactive refinement and domain knowledge integration.

predicted data. A flag controls the ordering mode to either respect
the filtered or the full dataset (including filtered elements). To further
structure the view, the experts can manually click and select to group
users and topics to reßect their mental categorization or users and topics.
This allows to rcflect domain -specific o ntolog ics (c.g„ similar concepls)
or represent known formations of users.
Zooming to the lower visualization levels shows the temporal development. Compared 10 existing approaches (see Figure 6c) our technique
(Figure 6d) increases the scalability and comparability for dense temporal evolution. Compared 10 the industry Standard Figure 6a, presenting
the temporal evolution as a timeline-like arrow within each cell reduces
comparison distances. Levels 5 and 6 allow an expert to understand
the actual data on which a predicted connection is based: The main
keywords of the relevant text fragrnents and, respectively, the actual raw
text fragments (cf. Figure 3). This ability al lows the expert to verify
predictions and detect shortcomings as, for cxamplc, irony and codcd
synonyms are still difficult tobe detected automa tically. lf the expert
has identified shortcomings on any level, e.g„ missing connections or
wrong attribution of an ambiguous tcnn, thc tcchniquc allows for thc
inclusion of this additional domain knowlcdge. To cxtcrnalizc knowl edge, the expert selects the corresponding connection and specifies the
proposed strength on a scale between 0 and l. This translates to definite
knowledge aboul no and guaranteed connection, respectively. More nu-

anced values like .7 allow the expert to retlect his own uncertainty. This
allows them to try out hunches while simultaneously preserving some
model flexibility. For thi s reaso n, lhe c hange preview (cf. Figure 5b)
is extremely relevant for the domain experts, as it allows them to see
dircctly how thcir knowledgc transforms the modcl prior to acccpting
the changes. They can explore the consequences by zooming and pan·
ning through all levels ancl correlate their findings with their intuition
or other facts. If unsatisfied, they can go back. Otherwise, they can
continue and repeat this visual analytics loop multiple times. This rapid
feedback supports the expert in refining the model without being blind
to the resulting consequences, bu1 being able 10 contro l and explore the
latestt model state at all times. As the domain experts focus is on exploratory analysis the iterative refinement supports finding connections
and rnissing links faster. With domain knowledge that is difficull 10 be
integrated a priori, step-by-step changes are more understandable.

6

F ORMATIVE E VALUATION

We performed formative evaluation sessions involving three domain
cxpcrts (P 1-P3). P 1 is a criminal invcstigator working for a Europcan
law cnforccmcnt agency, having more than 30 ycars of cxperiencc, 20
years spent in digital and criminal investigations. His expe11ise includes
communi cation and network analysis, familiarity with commercia l
systems like IBM i2 Analyst's Notebook [23J, the graph visua lization
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tool Gephi [9], as well as the large network analyzer Pajek [10, 11].
P2 works at the same agency in a different division, and has more
than 20 years of experience in criminal investigations, specialized in
group structure and contcnt analysis. P3 is a senior project lead at a
governmental research institute, studying analytical raw data analysis
for more than ten years.

6.1

Study Procedure

The formative evaluation was conducted individuaily via remote screen
sharing, taking about 60 minutes. For later review of these remote
screen sharing sessions, they were recorded after receiving the formal
consent of Lhe experts. In the first 10 minutes a demo presented how to
perform Lhe visual analysis, explore and refine data and processes, and
integrale domain knowledge in the search process andin the machine
learning model. The next 30 minutcs wcrc spcnt bctween the cxperts
using the system and providing feedback, as weil as addit ional ondemand demonstrations. The tasks the experts performed include
overview, the identification of the most promising leads, and the drilldown through the different zoom-levels down to the actual raw content,
in this case, communication data. Further, we demonstrated and debated
the different interaction tcchniqucs, like cutoff values and thresholds,
malrix sorting and reordering strategies, and the dynam ically modifiable
partition hierarchy, as weil as the machine learning feedback process.
In the last 20 minutes, the authors interviewed the expe11s asking
32 prepared questions (see annexes). During each of the formative
evalualion sessions, the experts engaged actively, trying out concepts,
asking questions, commenting on the features, and pointing out issues.
lf an expert already partially gave comments during the 30 minutes
session, they were offered to extend their answer. For example, when
an aversion or surprising idea was mentioned, we additionally focused
on these aspects. The interview was designed to elicit aspects of our
technique that the experts find relevant for their work or confusing or
misinterpretable, as weil as opinions on the individual approaches.

6.2

Findings and Lessons Learned

The main observations during the study are that our approach can
effectively support most analytical requirements of the experts and that
the experts favor both the rapid exploration of !arge datasets at different levels as weil as the ability to integrate and contribute with their
domain knowledge. This matches with their need to identify general
trends in single combinations of users and topics and simultaneously
identify co-occurrences. For this, the general prediction is more important than being able to identify differences between entities in the
same year (cf. Figure 6). The underlying model we buil t upon [6] has
proven to perform sufficiently weil in chis prediction task with an AUC
(area under curve) of the ROC (receiver operating characteristic) of .88
and a recal l value of .81. Excluded from the requirements are concepts
outside the design scope, like purely mathematical capabilities as, for
example, general centrality calculations, for wh ich algorithms ex ist and
could be included. In th e following, we structure and summarize the
main findings based on the expert's interactions and comments.
The domain experts agree that our approach of structuring information in multiple levels of details, using a matrix-based approach, is
novel and therefore is not used in practice in their domain. For example,
so far P 1 has worked with either text-based or graph-based tools, and
thinks our approach can "perfectly complement" existing workflows.
The experts highlight the ability to effortlessly explore so much information (cf. P3), thereby "saving time" (PI), enabling a "quick analysis"
(P3), while providing a "great overview .. . with much details, ... but
without overloading" (P2) the analyst, with an ease that is unexpected,
given previous experience with this amount of data (cf. P2). We observed, that the experts often switch between the levels for targeting
(upper levels) and then exploration and confim1ation (lower levels). As
P2 notes, this increases the size limit of the visually analyzable graph
models, enhancing upon exisling systems. 'Together with the search
capability" (P l ), this allows for a very flexible workflow, enabling a
good overview even for !arger datasets.
The initial overview visualizations (Levels 1 and 2) are welcomed
for providing a fast overview (cf. PI). The color scbeme in Level 2

is regarded as comprehensible without explanation and aligning with
expectations (cf. P l). lt helps to provide guidance "where to start" (P 1),
and supports analysts in "planing their actions" (P3). To make the
color scheme abso lutely comparable, P3 requested the addition of a
color legend. The glyphs are appreciated for providing details on the
temporal distribution and future predictions (P2, P3). The glyph-based
arrow representation in Levels 3 and 4 is appreciated for providing
detai ls on the temporal distribution (cf. P2, P3) interesting to the experts,
and, most importantly, "the future predictions" (P2) in context of the
historical data. Depicting future predictions in the arrowhead and
the past data in the shaft, and seeing both together was described as
"helpful" (P3). Tue alignment by fixed timesteps, like years, is regarded
as precise and practicable (cf. PI) by the experts. In comparison, the
distribution as line chart in Level 4 received mixed responses, with
PI and P3 fi nding il beneficial for lhei r understanding to get a better,
absolute reading, whi le P2 feels "it does not add much". The keyword
vis ualization (Level 5) is regarded as fine for an abstract summary of
the content visualization but could be extended (cf. P3). This layer,
representing the "main connection" (P 1) to the actual raw data, is
important (cf. P I}, and only shown when relevant in high zoom levels,
"where the text content is relevant" (P I).
The ability to search th roug h all underlying textual data and highlight matches in the views was received enthusiastically by all experts,
as they can also transfer and fulfi II some of their existing workf1ow, e.g.,
content- and text-based workf1ows, with our technique. lt allows to
ex!])lore global tendencies whi le enabling to query locally (cf. P2), not
being distracted by other matches "not relevant at the moment" (P2).
While the visualization alone helps them already some ways, providing them "with improved degree of detail ... unknown so far" (P I),
all the experts also agree that the interaction concepts constitute an
essential and relevant part of the approach, "helping them with strategical and operational decision" (PI). The matrix reordering strategies
significantly improving the visual clarity of the overview, are regarded
as "very interesting" (P2), and enable the expert5 to detect "groups"
(P 1) as weil as connections easily, allowing them to "quickly identify hotspots" (P2), while putting less emphasis on weak connections.
This is regarded as very supportive, being rarely supported in analysis systems (cf. PI), "saving costs and time" (Pl). We observed that
the experts use this as system guidance. The partition hierarcby is
regarded by all experts as "essential" (P2), with P3 describing it as
a "core functionality". lt allows grouping different model parts into
physical concepts, applying structure comparable to existing menta l
models (cf. P2), improving the mental mapping. lt "makes decision
easier" (P3) and allows to "connect things" (P3).
The experts further describe that with existing tools, one major problem is that their mental concepts and models can "not [be integrated]
enough" (P2) in the exploration, making it harder and less comprehensib le. They notice that our approach supports them in three ways
not present in existing tools: ( 1) the interactive exploration allowing to follow lhci r insti ncl, (2) the modifiablc partition hierarchy to
express and capture their mental concepts, and, "most importantly"
(P l ), (3) the ability to integrale their domain and external knowledge
directly in the model. While the experts wished that they could already
"generate a report [... and] export single entries" (P2) as commercial
syslcms do, lhcy note lhc cnormous conccptional bcncfits of our tcchnique. They regard them as "optimal" (P 1), as there "are concepts
and knowledge that cannot be modeled with machine learning [alone]"
(P 1) and are not "available" (P 1) in the data. This knowledge then
"cannot be integrated so far" (P 1), is often documented in the head of
the domain expert or "on a post-it note on the desk" (P 1), leading to a
high risk of the knowledge being "lost" (P 1) or not leveraged. According to P I, the knowledge integration is performed iteratively during
exploration, which we also observed as the experts adding knowledge
intermittently, beginning with their main suspects and then expanding,
adding knowledge when necessary either from post-its or when reading a name triggers a memory. The experts think that our feedback
loop contributes to their analysis (cf. P l), replacing and "perfectly
complementing" (PI) existing workflows. They regard the ability to
interactively insert their knowledge as versatile. Pl noted that insert-
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ing all knowledge beforehand would be error-prone and "practically
impossible" for !arger datasets. To see "validation [possibilities] on
changes" (P3) is especially important for vetting, and the change view
is regarded as "very clear" (PI ), allowing them a first glance, beneficial
for prefiltering, steering and follow-up search guidance (cf. P 1) to bel!er
divide thei r time for exploration. For improved usability PI suggested
to enable clicki ng to jump directly to the raw data in the change preview
mode for validatio n. P I regards the abi lity for a global accept/reject
as sufficienl for now, conceding that a partial accepl could be explored
in thc future, although hc docs not see an immediate benefit. They state
that the 0-1 scale is " understandable and usable" (PI ), but note that
using the "5x5x5 system" (P l )-a commonly used police system based
on letters A-E and 1-5 for source and intelligence evaluation (32]would be immediately understood and universally accepted in the target
domain. The approach allows them to integrale their domain knowledge on mu ltiple levels, together with the ability to perform a "quick
ana lysis" (P3) of " large amounts of information" (P2) " in a targeted"
(PI), 11011-overloading manner. From the observations of the experts,
we derived a sei of tentative tasks , relevant in law e nforcement: ( 1)
finding linked users/topics, (2) connecting users which share rel ated
topics to identify co-conspirators, (3) usi ng classical text-based search
in the raw data to identify users, (4) finding and judging an in/decrease
of user activity for a topic, (5) finding a temporal co-occurrence between topics and users, (6) addi ng domain knowledge to a specific
user and specific topic and judgi ng the implications, (7) transfer raw
data pallems and identify related users, and (8) confirming the model
predictions by cross-validation plausibility with the raw data texts.
7

D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE WORK

Ouring the evaluation, we received multiple proposals on how our approach could be extended fu1ther, including by mathematical analysis
methods and industry-grade interfäces. In the following, we discuss
the limitations and broader applicability of our approach, also in the
context of future work. For our prototype approach, we adapted the
generic blueprint of a machine learning model to the case study. This
use case has its own limitation, requiring structured data with time
and author information, and dependent on advanced topic extraction
models. We tested our prototype successful ly with 1000 users, 800
topics, and 15 timesteps on an HD screen, typically the upper size
for large investigations. In terms of data type, the technique can cope
both with sparse and none-sparse matrix structures. For the former,
the matri x reorderi ng allows to prioritize more relevant connections
and order them further on the top left, reducing the required screen
usage for the main parts. Of course, a homogeneous sparse matrix does
not benefit from that. In this case, and for none-sparse matrices, the
different zoom levels shift the size limitations. Nevertheless, they do
not scale infinitely. Scrolling would be needed when scaling further,
even for th e overview level. According to domain expert PI , there the
primary concern would be the num ber of use rs (y-ax is), but usi ng the
partition hi erarchy and matrix reordering could partiall y mitigate the
issue. When increasing the number of time steps, the arrow becomes
more detailed, shifting from blocks to a more continuous stream, becoming less disti ngui shable. For our use case, this fine-grained time
is not primarily relevant because the ex perts aim at seei ng who has
recently been interested in a topic. However, it might become an issue
when the task requires to extract detai led timestamps. Therefore one
could use hovering, magnification on demand, or a more specialized
visual ization. Also, the visualization presented is better at analyzing
trends and connectivity tasks on an overview level. Co mpari ng the
same time step in Levels 3 and beyond between two non-aligned nodes,
however, becomes harder. For further work , we envision an adaptable
overview layer showi ng a specific time point, allow ing cross-cell comparability. When adapting to different use cases, some of the filtering
methodology likely has tobe changed. For example, when supporti ng
biochemical process analysis, the raw attributes are not texts anymore,
which ( 1) would need a different visual ization for the content in the
two lowest display level, but would also impact (2) the search functionality, whi ch would need tobe adapted to search and fi tter for biological
and chemical properties instead of text. The discussed visualization

components serve only as examples for the visual analytics workftow
presented. When adapting to a different field, there exist mani fold possibilities for extensions, by inlegrating domain-specific visualization
components. We provision this by a modular view architecture, supporting independent layer modules. Further enhancements are multiple
magic lenses to allow for simultaneous drill-down to different levels.
In the future, we envisio n improvements to the feedback system,
for example, showing how domai n knowledge propagates not only
between two model states, i.e., before and after adding knowledge
but also explaining the effects of previously introduced knowledge,
for example, by interactively highlighting the individual inHuences on
hover. This is supported by our architecture, but the computation time
scales linearly with the number of domain kn owledge inputs, which
leads to computation times of several minutes and more, making it
infeasible in an interactive environment for fast iterations. We hope to
improve this by enhanced engineering, red ucing the model setup and
reloading times by advanced ways of updating the hypergraph model.

8

CON CLU SION

Many processes are difficult to describe using traditional graph-based
concepts and benefit from more precise yet more complex modeling as
temporal hypergraphs. We address this challenge by using a geometric
deep leaming approach and extend it to hypergraphs. However, such
deep leami ng models typically do not incorporate domain knowledge,
usually unavailable in the data. This is not least because domain experts
struggle to articulate their knowledge without rapid, iterative feedback
and intuitive representations matching their mental models, altematively requiring a detailed a priori understanding ofthe problem. Hence,
domain expertise is often not leveraged to its füll potential.
We contribute a tech niqu e, named HYPER-MATRIX, to make temporal hypergraph model exploration more accessible for domain experts
by enabli ng the integration of domain knowledge into the process and
support their mental models through a multi-level matrix-based visualizatio n architecture. The technique enables the interactive evaluation
and seamless refi nement of such models while providing a tight coupling and rapid, iterati ve feedback cycles to the underly ing machine
leaming model. Model changes in response to the integration of domain
knowledge are visualized transparently by a change preview, allowing
experts to foster a more detailed understanding of how the underlying
model works while externalizing their knowledge to teach the machine.
Tbe approach allows to swiftly explore vast search spaces while
maintaining focus and eli minating demanding context switches. Drilldown capabilities across multiple levels allow studying details and
model contents on demand whi le retai ning the overview. This architecture fäc ilitates a focused analysis of relevant model aspects, allowing
experts to detect pattems more ra pidly and accurately. lt is complemented by interactive fi lteri ng and search, various matrix reordering
techniques, and a dynamicall y modifiable partition hierarchy, allowing
the integration of domain knowledge in the visualization layers.
We evaluate our approach in one case study and through formative
evaluation with law enforcement experts usi ng real-world co mmuni cation data. The results show that our approach surpasses existing
solutions in terms of scalabili ty and applicability, enabli ng the incorporation of domain knowledge and allowi ng fast and targeted search-space
traversal. While we focused 011 topic prediction for law enforcement
as driving applicat ion, the interactions and concepts work with any
tempora l hypergraph, bei ng model agnostic and applicable more generically to a wider variety of domains. With our technique, we hope to
pave the way for domain experts to a more interactive exploration and
refinement of temporal hypergraph models, enabli ng them to use thei r
knowledge not only for steering but also to articulate it into the machine
learning model.
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